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Photos that changed the world and changed minds as people edited photos before Photoshop was a thing, a good reminder to back up time their own photos, and well, some more beautiful photos, all this week brain Buffet.Monday Lifehacker Brain Buffet, a series where we round up interesting,
informative, and thought-provoking podcasts, interviews, articles and other media that will teach you something new , inspire you and hopefully start the week on the right foot.100 Photos that changed the WorldAs name implies, this thread over on the quara asks for photos that people think have changed
the world. Photo replies get pretty heavy pretty quickly, and run the gamut from inspiring and revolutionary to deep and emotional. From this iconic photograph of soldiers storming a beach in Normandy on D-Day during World War II, to Blue Marble, a photo of the Earth taken from Apollo 17, this is one of
the most recognizable images in history, pictured above Tank Man, the man who temporarily stopped the promotion of a tank column in Tiananmen Square in 1989, Martin Luther King Jr. stood in front of a Washington monument after delivering it to me. The whole thread is full of incredible and
sometimes graphic photos. You will learn a lot, but chances are there will be a few you haven't seen and many that will make you stop and think about the circumstances surrounding the image. (via Kvor) How photo retouching worked before Photoshop ExistedI always knew that photos have been
retouched and edited ever since, well, there have been cameras, but even if Photoshop and other graphic software development has only really come into prominence in the past, say 30 years- the art of photo editing and retouching is much, much older. Sure, Photoshop makes it easy, but how does it
work before then? Psychic Floss answers in this great piece that is immersed in the history of photography, and devices invented to edit, modify, or completely remove specific parts of the photo. Starting with the story of how, presumably, the first negatives for the photo were edited using ink to remove
someone who was awkwardly framed in the photo, the article notes: The retouching was therefore around almost as long as the photo itself, but instead of happening on the computer as it happens now, it originally took place on the negative. Photographers and retouching specialists will scratch their film
with knives, draw or draw on top of it, and even insert a few negatives together to create one imprint. And just like today, photographers and cultural critics of the 19th and 20th centuries discussed the ethics of retouching. Of course, the story that the first editing work itself is worth reading, so overhead in
Article. This is the first in a series of stories about how the photos were and edit over the story, and it also dives much deeper into more modern films based on approaches to editing photos both before and after they have been developed. (via psychic thread) A tale of tons of photos- And a reminder to
support their all UpThis week-long episode response to the all doozy podcast. It's also an important reminder that in your rush to organize and collect all your disparate photos in a place where you can enjoy, organize and share them, you shouldn't neglect to actually back them up in multiple places, so
you're never relying on one business or service to house all your precious memories. It's never been easier to take as many photos as you like, but keep them all organized and... Read moreThe hosts answer All kinds of poking fun at the idea of having a few backups in the show as something that no one
does and that no one can be that organized, but, well, we ask to be different and we'd actually encourage you to be that person too. The episode tracks users of the now semi-existing photo hosting site called PictureLife, its down track, and users who have lost thousands and thousands of photos that
they trust the service with... and was not anywhere else. At least once a month, some friend or family member asks me how to recover data from failed hard ... Read moreOf of course, none of this is their fault, and the tragedy there is absolutely real, but if there is a lesson or takeaway to get out of it, it's
not that cloud services are bad, but you can lose anything at any time, so diversity is key in backups, as in other aspects of life, if my meaning is followed. Cloud services are great, but they shouldn't be the only backup solution. We've talked about this before, and this is even more important as more and
more of our data is being finalized on these services. (via Gimlet Media) Can you earn enough money to buy a laptop while doing odd jobs? Linus and Luke, of the always hilarious LinusTechTips, had an idea: Could you make enough money, apparently, as a student who needs good technology, but also
classes and life to buy a laptop while doing odd jobs in your community? Well, this episode above is one of the first in their series just on the subject, and they start by picking berries from a local farm and selling them on the side of the road to a berry stand. You will have to look to see if it turns out to be a
profitable undertaking for them or not. Of course, the experiment is not perfect- just watch I probably would have done things like signs and chose the place before I went out and took the berries, and maybe relied more on pre-orders so you guaranteed sales Stock you take, but the lesson is important
anyway, and I love the idea of seeing if you can earn enough money to buy yourself the outfit you want just to do a job you may never have ever considered. Kind of the modern equivalent up to the lemonade stand to buy a new bike. (via LinusTechTips (YouTube)) This 100-year-old theater was doomed
until it became the glorious BookstoreEl Ateneo Grand Splendid is one of the best, most famous bookstores in Buenos Aires, and The Guardian says it is one of the most beautiful bookstores in the world. Seriously, the only way it could be even more of a temple of knowledge if it were a library. It's
absolutely stunning in every photo I've seen of it. From Atlas Obscura: With every incarnation since its inception in 1919 - first as a performing arts theatre, then as a movie, and now as a bookstore - Grand Splendid has established itself befitting its majestic name. Having preserved its original mural
ceilings, ornate theatrical boxes, elegant rounded balconies, detailed finishes, and plush red stage curtains, the interior of the building remains stunning today, as when it was first envisioned by architects Pero and Torres Armengol.The place is beautiful and I hope to visit someday. Great week,
everybody. (via Atlas Obscusha) That's it this week! If you have thought-provoking stories, interesting podcasts, eye-opening videos, or anything else you think would be perfect for a brain buffet, share it with us! Email me, leave it as a comment below, or send it anyway you know how. The name gif is
Nick Criscuolo. Tank Man photo by The Associated Press. El Ateneo Grand Splendid photo by Ryan Poole. French fashion magazines are changing in a significant way. According to the fashionista, France has just passed an anti-retouching law that will force companies to clearly mark promotional
images when the model's body has been altered in any way. The new law is designed to help curb unhealthy body standards in the country, and promote the size of inclusivity in France.According to NPR, any photo that has been altered in any way must be labeled as a photo retouching, or retouching
photos. The publication reports that failure to do so means a fine of more than $44,000 for brand violators. It is necessary to act on the body image in society to avoid promoting inaccessible ideals of beauty and prevent anorexia among young people , Marisol Touraine, former Minister of Health of France,
told Le Parisien about the new law. As women, we were all there. When I was young, one of my favorite things to do was look at models in fashion magazines. I remember my mom being concerned about my obsession with these models in glossy commercials. Throughout my childhood, I though she was
critical of their risque outfits. Now, I know she's talked about photoshopping and the tendency of all women to compare themselves to airbrushed, unrealistic images. Thanks to France's new law on fashion, it will be clearer for when images are not a true reflection of reality. And hopefully the need to
disclose will inspire advertisers to stay away from Fully. Vittorio zunino Celotto/Getty ImagesIn the time the law was drafted in May, the law just came into force on October 1. The move comes just a month after two major French fashion conglomerates banded together to help end model abuse. LVMH
and Kering co-designed and signed a charter titled Charter on Working Relationships with Fashion Models and Their Welfare. The document prohibits brands from using models under the age of 16, and prohibits homes from requiring models to be under size 2. This standard, in turn, requires casting
agencies to submit models that are size 4 and older. LVMH houses brands like Louis Vuitton, Givenchy, and DKNY, while Kering houses Gucci, Yves Saint Laurent, and Balenciaga. PEDRO PARDO/AFP/Getty ImagesIn addition to French publications, to amend their photo editing laws, Getty Images also
makes moved to ban retouching. The photo-sharing service, which is widely used in the United States, will no longer stock up on images of retouched models. This is sure to be leaked to the American media as the image service is widely used by the American media for stock photography. Our perception
of what is possible is often shaped by what we see, Anne Flanagan told NPR. Positive images can have a direct impact on the fight against stereotypes, the creation of tolerance and the empowerment of communities to feel represented in society. While the changes may not legally come to America, there
is a shift in the photo industry toward condemning retouching. According to NPR, eating disorders affect about 600,000 people in France, which prompted French officials to pass the law as early as May. It is estimated that 8 million people in the U.S. suffer from anorexia nervosa, bulimia and related
eating disorders, according to the nonprofit ANRED. Companies are also critical of their own retouching practices. Aerie, for example, has already independently sworn not to photoshop any of her models. Other brands, such as Torrid, have also created exceptionally unretouched campaigns. Fingers
crossed that these shifts keep trickling across the fashion and advertising industry. Hopefully the next generation of girls can live a life where what they see in magazines looks as diverse as real life. Life. best photo retouching photoshop tutorials skin retouching technic. photoshop skin retouching tutorials
pdf. how to change skin color photoshop skin retouching photoshop tutorials. adobe photoshop skin retouching tutorials. skin retouching photoshop tutorials free download
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